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MINES OF SATURN: - " While piloting a routine orbit 
of SATURN, you are caught up in a radiation storm which 
forces you into the giant planet's rings. Your energy 
drained, you make a forced landing on the planet surface. 
Luckily you crash near an abandoned mining base and you 
set off in search of some Di-Lithium crystals to refuel your 
stranded spac1rship. Can you succeed?" 

RETURN TO EARTH: - " Having escaped from your 
previous dilemma, you reach Earth Station 1, but fail to 
make radio contact. You effect a safe if harrowing manual 
docking with the orbital station . On entry you find it 
deserted, and the control room destroyed. You must 
explore the station and find some way to alert Earth of 
your predicament, BEWARE, many of the rooms are 
identical, there is extensive damage, and signs of Alien 
intruders." 

LOAD INSTRUCTIONS 
For comprehensive loading instructions consult the 
instruction manual. 
To load 
1. Ensure that the ear socket is connected to the 

cassene ear socket. 
2. Rewind the tapel 
3. Set the volume and tone controls to a suitable 

level. 
4. Type LOAD" " 
5. Press ENTEFI . 
6. Start the cassette recorder. 
7. Once loaded the game will RUN automatically. 
8. Good Luckll 

SPECTRUM ADVENTURE INSTRUCTIONS 
Use the computer as your eves and hands to explore the 
scenario as it unfolds, using commands such as 'go 
north' , 'Take' or 'drop object', 'climb up', 'open door' etc. 
There are many English words the computer will 
recognise, it is up to you to discover which ones! 
Abbreviations & CAPITAL LETTERS WILL NOT be 
accepted. 
When disaster strikes. GO TO 1 will start the game again . 
Do not use RUN , as this will clear the variables. 
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